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Bridge And Tunnel
The Honorary Title

first off id like to say this is my very first tab so frogive its 
song is a great song but for 3 days now iv found only people looking for this
song and nobody really having 
then the picking part, so i figured here you go. (please give me good ratings)

              low   high
                E    E
E               022100
A               002220
F#m             244222
C               335553
B               224442
Em              022000
Asus            002200
Asus4           002230
crasy part?     322000 (you bend the 3rd fret, low E string for the bridge)

::standard tuning::

this part is played throughout the song. your gonna have to listen to it for
timing.

|-4---4---4-2-0--4---4--9-7-4---------------------|
|---5---5----------5---5--------------------------|
|--6---6----------6---6---------------------------|
|-------------------------------------------------|
|-------------------------------------------------|
|-------------------------------------------------|

E
If, if you want,
                A
If you want to be the one that he s thinking of,
 E                             A
You, you just need, you just need to understand
           E
Oh, just turn around,
                             A
Just turn around woah oh oh oh

         E (palm mute)
Because you are the only thing,
      A (palm mute)
The only thing that he has left,
     F#m
The only thing at all,



     A  **Asus or Asus4 some if you want**
The only thing at all.

 E
In the later hours,
                 A
When the packed bars start spitting cowards,
                   E
Picking scars and cell phones clenched along,
              A
Along the sidewalk,
       E
Well they usually stay out of our way,
 A
The bridge and tunnel just seems to escape
           E              A
Near our home, near our home.

INTRO THING AGAIN

 E
If, if you want,
                A
If you want to be the one that he s thinking of,
 E                             A
You, you just need, you just need to understand,

                E
Oh, just turn around,
                            A
Just turn around woah oh oh oh

         E (palm muted)
Because you are the only thing,
      A (palm muted)
The only thing that he has left,
     F#m
The only thing at all,
     A  **Asus or Asus4 some if you want)
The only thing at all.

 E
In the later hours,
                 A
When the packed bars start spitting cowards,
               E
picking scars cell phones clenched along,
            A
Along the sidewalk.
      E
Well they usually stay out of our way,
 A                                                   E
The bridge and tunnel just seems to escape near our home,



          A
Near our home.

C                B            Em   ****
  While there is no one else around,
C             B                    Em ****
  We ve been waiting for countless hours,
              C               B            Em ****
No, you will never, you will never measure out,
              C               B                   Em ****
 Ca- Ca- Ca- Cause baby we ll all soon come to an end,
              C               B                   Em  (crasy part)
 Ca- Ca- Ca- Cause baby we ll all soon come to an end.

E
In the later hours,
                 A
When the packed bars start spitting cowards,
               E
Picking scars cell phones clenched along,
          A
Along the sidewalk
           E
Well they usually stay out of our way,
A                                                   E
The bridge and tunnel just seems to escape near our home,
          A
Near our home.

         E
Because you are the only thing,
     A
The only thing that he has left,
     E             A            end on  E
The only thing at all...

sorry i didnt have time to figure out all the small picking parts in the
background, but 
try to get that fixed if anybody really cares, just email me user_navi@yahoo.com


